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ABSTRACT

1

Developers often run tests to check that their latest changes to a
code repository did not break any previously working functionality.
Ideally, any new test failures would indicate regressions caused by
the latest changes. However, some test failures may not be due to the
latest changes but due to non-determinism in the tests, popularly
called flaky tests. The typical way to detect flaky tests is to rerun
failing tests repeatedly. Unfortunately, rerunning failing tests can
be costly and can slow down the development cycle.
We present the first extensive evaluation of rerunning failing
tests and propose a new technique, called DeFlaker, that detects
if a test failure is due to a flaky test without rerunning and with
very low runtime overhead. DeFlaker monitors the coverage of
latest code changes and marks as flaky any newly failing test that
did not execute any of the changes. We deployed DeFlaker live,
in the build process of 96 Java projects on TravisCI, and found 87
previously unknown flaky tests in the 10 of these projects. We also
ran experiments on project histories, where DeFlaker detected
1, 874 flaky tests from 4, 846 failures, with a low false alarm rate
(1.5%). DeFlaker had a higher recall (95.5% vs. 23%) of confirmed
flaky tests than Maven’s default flaky test detector.

Automated regression testing is widely used in modern software
development. Whenever a developer pushes some changes to a
repository, tests are run to check whether the changes broke some
functionality. Ideally, every new test failure would be due to the
latest changes that the developer made and the developer could
focus on debugging these failures. Unfortunately, some failures are
not due to the latest changes but due to flaky tests. As in previous
work, we define a flaky test as a test that can non-deterministically
pass or fail when run on the same version of the code.
Flaky tests are frequent in most large software, and create problems in development, as described by many researchers and practitioners [1, 25, 26, 36, 37, 43, 44, 48, 51, 54, 56–58, 61, 62, 65, 76, 80,
82, 85]. For example, according to Herzig and Nagappan [48], the
Microsoft’s Windows and Dynamics product teams estimate their
proportion of flaky test failures to be approximately 5%. Similarly,
Pivotal developers estimate that half of their build failures involve
flaky tests [49], Labuschagne et al. [56] reported that 13% of builds
in a TravisCI dataset failed because of flaky tests, and Luo et al. [61]
reported that flaky tests accounted for 73K of the 1.6M (4.56%) daily
test failures in the Google TAP system for regression testing.
When a test fails, developers need automated techniques that
can help determine whether the failure is due to a flaky test or to
a recently introduced regression [48, 54]. The most widely-used
technique to identify flaky test failures, Rerun, is to rerun each
failing test multiple times after witnessing the failure: if some rerun
passes, the test is definitely flaky; but if all reruns fail, the status
is unknown. Rerun is supported by several testing frameworks,
e.g., Android [21], Jenkins [52], Maven [77], Spring [75], and the
Google TAP system [42, 63]. Developers do not proactively search
for flaky tests as a maintenance activity, instead simply using Rerun
to identify that a given test failure is flaky.
There is little empirical guidance describing how to rerun failing
tests in order to maximize the likelihood of witnessing the test
pass. Reruns might need to be delayed to allow the cause of the
failure (e.g., a network outage) to be resolved. Flaky tests are nondeterministic by definition, so there is no guarantee that rerunning
a flaky test will change its outcome. The performance overhead of
Rerun scales with the number of failing tests — for each failed test,
Rerun will rerun it a variable number of times, potentially also
injecting a delay between each rerun. Rerunning every failed test
is extremely costly when organizations see hundreds to millions of
test failures per day. Even Google, with its vast compute resources,
does not rerun all (failing) tests on every commit [64, 87] but reruns
only those suspected to be flaky, and only outside of peak test
execution times [64].
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Figure 1: High-level architecture of DeFlaker, with three phases: before, during and after test execution.
We performed an extensive evaluation of Rerun (§3.1) on 5, 328
test failures in 5, 966 historical builds of 26 open-source Mavenbased Java projects. The flaky test detector in Maven, which reruns
each test shortly after it failed and in the same JVM in which it
failed, marked only 23% of the 5, 328 test failures as flaky. By isolating each rerun in its own JVM, and further rebooting the build
system to clean the state between reruns, we confirmed that in
fact, at least 95% of those failing tests were flaky. Maven likely
does not isolate test reruns because of the high cost of creating a
process, loading classes, and preparing clean state for each test; our
prior study found that isolating tests can add a 618% overhead [25].
Hence, to effectively find flaky tests, Rerun introduces substantial
performance overhead. Developers should ideally be able to know
immediately after a test fails that it is flaky. Even if a developer
suspects a test to be flaky, our goal is to provide evidence for that
suspicion from the outcome of a single test execution: if the test
fails, is it due to a regression or flakiness?
We propose a new and efficient technique, DeFlaker, that is
complementary to Rerun and often marks failing tests as flaky
immediately after their execution, without any reruns. Recall that a
test is flaky if it both passes and fails when the code that is executed
by the test did not change; moreover, a test failure is new if the
test passed on the previous version of code but fails in the current
version. A straw-man technique to detect flaky tests is to collect
complete statement coverage for each test (of both the test code
and the code under test), intersect coverage with the changes, and
report as flaky new test failures that did not execute any changed
code. However, collecting full statement coverage can be expensive.
Our key insight in DeFlaker is that one need not collect coverage
of the entire codebase. Instead, one can collect only the coverage of
the changed code, which we call differential coverage. Differential
coverage first queries a version-control system (VCS) to detect
code changes since the last version. It then analyzes the code and
constructs an abstract-syntax tree for each changed file to determine
where instrumentation needs to be inserted to track execution of
each change. Finally, when tests run, it monitors change execution,
generating an individual change-coverage report for each test.
We present our DeFlaker tool that detects flaky tests through
lightweight differential coverage tracking. If a test fails but does not
cover any changed code, DeFlaker reports the test as flaky without
requiring any reruns. Our evaluation of DeFlaker uses a traditional
experimental methodology on historical builds on our own servers,
and we also propose a novel methodology for evaluating testing and
analysis tools on open-source projects in real time and in the exact
same build environments that the projects’ developers use. This
new methodology allowed us to evaluate DeFlaker on complex

projects that we could not easily get to compile and execute in our
own local environments (the traditional methodology). Replicating
software builds in a lab environment can be tricky, when complex
projects may include a handful of manual configuration steps before
they can compile. Even then, subtle differences in environment
(e.g., the exact version of Java, and the distinction between an
Oracle JVM and an OpenJDK JVM) can lead to incorrect results.
The marginal human cost of adding a new project to an evaluation
can be very high. In contrast, when projects are currently designed
to be automatically compiled and tested in a standard environment
(e.g., TravisCI), it can be much easier to study more projects.
Our experiments in the live environments involved 93 projects
and 614 commits, and we found 87 previously unknown flaky tests
in 10 of these projects. We reported 19 of these newly-detected
flaky tests, and developers have already fixed 7 of them. In order to
perform a larger evaluation (without abusing TravisCI’s resources),
we also performed a traditional evaluation on 26 projects and 5, 966
commits running in our own environment, in which DeFlaker
detected 4, 846 flaky test failures among 5, 328 confirmed flaky tests
(95.5%), with a low false positive rate (1.5%). In comparison, the
current Rerun in Maven found only 23% of these same test failures
to be flaky. For projects with very few test failures, DeFlaker can
impose almost no overhead: only collecting coverage in a single
rerun of failed tests. For projects with too many failures to rerun,
we found that DeFlaker imposes a low enough overhead (4.6%) to
be used with every test run, eliminating the need for reruns.
The primary contributions of this paper are:
• New Idea: A general purpose, lightweight technique for detecting flaky tests by tracking differential coverage.
• Robust Implementation: A description of our open-source
flaky test detector, DeFlaker [28].
• Extensive Evaluation: Experiments with various Rerun approaches and DeFlaker on 5, 966 commits of 26 projects, taking
5 CPU-years in aggregate; to our knowledge, this is the first
empirical comparison of different Rerun approaches.
• Novel Methodology: A new research methodology for evaluating testing tools by shadowing the live development of opensource projects in their original build environment.

2

DEFLAKER

DeFlaker detects flaky tests in a three-phase process illustrated in
Figure 1. In the first phase, differential coverage analysis, DeFlaker
uses a syntactic diff from VCS and an AST builder to identify a list of
changes to track for each program source file. In the second phase,
coverage collection, DeFlaker injects itself into the test-execution
process, monitoring the coverage of each change identified in the
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p u b l i c c l a s s SuperOld {
p u b l i c v o i d magic ( ) {
}
}
p u b l i c c l a s s SuperNew e x t e n d s S u p e r O l d {
p u b l i c v o i d magic ( ) {
a s s e r t ( f a l s e ) ; / / causes t e s t to f a i l
}
}
p u b l i c c l a s s App e x t e n d s S u p e r O l d / ∗ SuperNew ∗ / {
}
p u b l i c c l a s s TestApp {
@Test p u b l i c v o i d t e s t A p p ( ) {
new App ( ) . magic ( ) ; / / unchanged l i n e c h a n g e s b e h a v i o r
}
}

Figure 2: Sample change that challenges a syntactic diff
prior phase. Finally, once tests have finished executing, DeFlaker
analyzes the coverage information and test outcomes to determine
the set of test failures that are likely flaky. In principle, these reports
could also be printed immediately, as tests fail, but we report them
at the end of the test run to conform with existing testing APIs.

2.1

Differential Coverage Analysis

DeFlaker analyzes program code and version history to determine
how to track the impact of changed code, combining syntactic
change information from a VCS (in our case, Git), with structural
information from each program source file. DeFlaker tracks the
coverage of changes to all program source files (including both test
code and program code). The output of this phase are locations in
the program code in which to add coverage probes that are used at
runtime to determine if a test executes changed code.
As other researchers pointed out, e.g., in the context of regressiontest selection [39, 66] and change-impact analysis [23, 69, 84], using
solely syntactic change information is often insufficient in objectoriented languages. In other words, it is necessary to monitor even
some syntactically unchanged lines to determine that a change gets
executed. For instance, changes that modify the inheritance structure of a class or method overloading may cause dynamic dispatch
to occur differently at a call site that itself is unchanged.
Figure 2 shows an example test prone to some of these challenges:
changing the super type of App from SuperOld to SuperNew would
cause the (unchanged) magic method call to refer to a different
implementation, causing the test to fail instead of pass. Similarly,
adding an empty implementation of the magic method to the App
class would change the test behavior as well. To handle these
sorts of changes, prior work either (1) performs static analysis to
model changes at a fine granularity or (2) instead, simply tracks
the changes at a coarse granularity. Traditional approaches—e.g.,
JDiff [23], Chianti [69], DejaVOO [66], and FaultTracer [84]—model
the dynamic dispatch behavior of the JVM to infer the exact semantics of each change. These approaches can precisely identify
the impact of adding or removing a method to or from a class, or
changing a type hierarchy, allowing downstream tools to take into
account any potential changes to method invocation.
More recent work has shown that in some contexts it can be more
cost-effective to model these changes more coarsely, greatly reducing the cost of the analysis, at the cost of some loss in precision [39].
These tools track class file coverage rather than statement coverage:
if a test references a class in any way, then that class is considered
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covered. This approach is safe because it will identify when a test
might be impacted by some change, but may flag some changes as
impacting a test, even if they do not. Referring again to Figure 2, a
class coverage tool would declare classes App, SuperOld, SuperNew,
and TestApp as covered by testApp(), which references all these
classes when executed. This coarse granularity introduces imprecision: a change to a statement not covered by testApp() in any of
those classes would be considered covered. However working at a
coarser granularity is fast and does not require the type resolution
of heavyweight static analysis. In our context, working only at
coarser granularity could lead to false negatives: flaky tests may
be falsely considered to have executed changed code, preventing
DeFlaker from detecting them.
DeFlaker takes a hybrid approach (similar to recent work in hybrid regression test selection [83]), benefiting from the low upfront
analysis cost of class-level coverage, while often still achieving
the high precision of statement-level coverage. DeFlaker does not
need to find that every change was covered by a test, but only that
some change was covered by a test. Therefore, DeFlaker can ignore
tracking some changes, but infer their coverage from other facts.
For each statement that is identified as added, removed or changed
(based on the syntactic diff), DeFlaker classifies it as: (1) safe to
track using statement-level coverage (e.g., changing a statement in
a method body); (2) not safe to track using statement-level coverage,
so instead should be tracked using class-level coverage; or (3) does
not need to be tracked. §3.3 evaluates performance improvements
of hybrid coverage over class-level coverage.
DeFlaker identifies new, changed, and removed files directly
from the VCS. DeFlaker assumes that removed classes, if referenced by other classes, will result in changes in those other classes,
which it will track. For each new or changed file, DeFlaker builds
an abstract-syntax tree (AST) representation of the file. For new
files, DeFlaker marks every type (i.e., class, interface, enum, or
annotation) defined in that file to be tracked with class coverage.
If the change is to a statement in a method body or to a variable
initializer, DeFlaker tracks that statement directly. If the change
adds/removes an exception handler, DeFlaker marks the change as
covered if the first statement enclosed by the try block is executed.
DeFlaker defers to class-level tracking of the enclosing type if a
change alters the parent type or list of interfaces implemented by
that type, or if the change removes (or reduces the visibility of) a
method declared in that type — changes that may impact dynamic
dispatch in non-trivial ways. Adding a new method to a type might
also change dynamic dispatch, but in a predictable way: the new
method would be called instead of another. Therefore, DeFlaker
simply tracks the coverage of the first statement in newly added
methods. DeFlaker does not track changes that add or remove field
definitions, assuming that for such changes to impact some test,
other code must change (e.g., code referencing that field). Changes
to field initializer code are tracked using statement-level coverage.
Limitations. The kinds of changes listed above are the only ones
that DeFlaker tracks. Hence, DeFlaker’s differential coverage is
not complete, because it may not report that some changed code
was covered even if it is. For instance, DeFlaker ignores the impact
of various changes on code that uses reflection: adding a field, for
example, will change the array of fields returned by the Class.
getDeclaredFields() method, which some test might call, but
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DeFlaker would not track. Similarly, DeFlaker does not consider
the impact of changes to annotations of types, fields, or methods.
These limitations of DeFlaker’s hybrid coverage are an intentional
trade-off, because the goal of DeFlaker is to detect, as efficiently
as possible, whether a test executed changed code.
It is important to highlight what problems can arise if a tool
under-approximates code coverage. When DeFlaker misses that a
test executes some changed code, it only results in a false positive,
as DeFlaker reports the test as flaky when it may not be. In other
words, DeFlaker does not miss a flaky test if it misses some coverage. In contrast, a regression test-selection tool [34, 39, 45, 66, 70]
that under-approximates coverage could miss to run a test and
thus could miss a bug, resulting in a false negative. Hence, regression test-selection tools aim to over-approximate code coverage.
Additionally, because DeFlaker only tracks changes to Java files,
DeFlaker may completely miss some non-Java changes that impact the execution of a test, e.g., changing a configuration file. This
limitation is not fundamental, and indeed, DeFlaker could track
more detailed dependencies between tests and external resources
using approaches from regression test-selection work [26, 32]. Our
experiments showed that considering any change to a non-Java
files as impacting every test (a safe, but imprecise approach) did
not substantially change DeFlaker’s false-alarm rate.

2.2

Coverage Collection

DeFlaker uses bytecode injection to insert statement and class
coverage-tracking probes as classes are loaded into the JVM during test execution. Tracking statements is simple: for each line L
containing a statement that should be tracked, DeFlaker inserts
a probe just before the bytecode instructions for line L to record
its execution. To track class coverage of type T , DeFlaker inserts
probes in the static initializer of T , in each constructor of T , and
in each non-private static method of T . This approach is safe: it
always detects the use of type T in the absence of test-order dependencies [25, 26, 43, 85], similar to the regression-test selection tool
Ekstazi [39]. DeFlaker generates a coverage report that lists each
changed line/class covered by each test. DeFlaker also monitors
the outcome of each test, ensuring that this information can be
tracked for historical comparisons.

2.3

Reporting

Once the test run finishes, DeFlaker collects outcomes and coverage of each test and generates a report. DeFlaker marks a test
as flaky if: (1) it previously passed, now fails, and did not cover
any code that changed; or (2) it failed, was rerun on the same code,
and subsequently passed. If any non-code files changed since the
last run, DeFlaker warns that the failing test might be flaky and
that the non-code changes may have caused the failure. For each
failing test that covered changed code DeFlaker prints a message
containing each part of the changes that the test covered. This can
help developers debug tests (flaky or not) that failed due to code
changes. Lastly, for changes that were not covered by any test,
DeFlaker prints a warning that changes are not being tested.

2.4

Implementation

While the DeFlaker approach is generic and can apply to nearly
any language or testing framework, we implemented our tool for
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<extensions>
<extension>
< groupId >org . d e f l a k e r < / groupId >
< a r t i f a c t I d > d e f l a k e r −maven − e x t e n s i o n < / a r t i f a c t I d >
<version>1.4 </ version>
</ extension>
</ extensions>

Figure 3: Adding DeFlaker to a Maven build is trivial, consisting of just these 7 lines to be inserted to the build file.
Java, the Maven build system, and two testing frameworks (JUnit
and TestNG). DeFlaker is thread-safe and fully supports multithreaded code. DeFlaker is available under an MIT license on
GitHub [28] with binaries published on Maven Central. More information on DeFlaker is available at http://www.deflaker.org.
DeFlaker consists of six core components: a Maven build extension, two Maven plugins, a Maven Surefire test execution provider,
a Java instrumentation agent, and a JUnit/TestNG test-outcome
listener. DeFlaker relies only on public, documented, and supported APIs to interface with these systems, allowing it to be widely
compatible with many versions of each tool. DeFlaker supports
arbitrarily complex Maven configurations (with multiple modules,
multiple executions of the test or verify phases, and arbitrary configuration arguments passed to each phase). We tested DeFlaker
on the most recent versions (at time of writing) of Maven (3.2.5, 3.39,
3.5.0), the Surefire test execution Maven Plugin (2.18, 2.19, 2.20),
JUnit (4.6–4.12) and TestNG (5.5-5.14.9 and 6.8-6.11). Despite having several components, configuring a project to use DeFlaker is
trivial: a developer need only add the Maven extension to the build
file, as shown in Figure 3. We briefly describe the implementation
and functionality of each DeFlaker component.
DeFlaker Maven Extension injects our coverage analysis
plugin and reporting plugin into each module being built. Maven’s
Build Extension interface [22] allows third-party tools to customize
how Maven processes build files, including the ability to rewrite
build files as they are loaded. Our extension also modifies the execution of the Surefire and Failsafe plugins to include DeFlaker
instrumentation agent when tests are run, and the appropriate
DeFlaker test listener (JUnit or TestNG, based on the project).
DeFlaker Coverage Analyzer Maven Plugin performs the
change analysis described in Section 2.1. We use the JGit library [53]
to perform the syntactic diff, and the Eclipse JDT library [78] to
construct the ASTs. The coverage analyzer runs just once even for
a multi-module build, detecting what changes need to be tracked
for every file in the repository, regardless of what module that file
is in. Out of the box, Surefire supports rerunning failed tests within
the same JVM, just after they fail. While evaluating DeFlaker, we
found that Maven’s Rerun technique did not even come close to
flagging as many test failures as flaky as DeFlaker (§3.1). Hence, to
help with debugging and verifying that a flaky report represents an
actual flaky test, DeFlaker includes a Surefire Provider to re-run
each failed test in a fresh JVM, which we found can help show more
tests as flaky than Maven’s Rerun. This optional feature is exposed
through the system property deflaker.rerunFlakiesCount. Another property, deflaker.delayedCoverage, instructs DeFlaker
to collect coverage only during reruns and not while running tests
normally. The latter configuration has effectively no overhead for
coverage tracking (unless some test fails).
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DeFlaker Java Instrumentation Agent rewrites all classfiles as they are loaded into the JVM during test execution. It uses
cached coverage analysis results to determine what coverage probes
to insert in which classes. DeFlaker Test Listener interfaces
with the testing framework (JUnit or TestNG) and records when
tests finish, collecting coverage results and resetting internal counters. DeFlaker Reporting Maven Plugin executes after the unit
test and integration test phases, collecting coverage and test outcomes, and handling all functionality outlined in Section 2.3.

3

EVALUATION

We performed an extensive evaluation of DeFlaker and Rerun
with the goal of answering several key research questions:
RQ1: How many test failures do different Rerun approaches mark
as flaky?
RQ2: How many test failures does DeFlaker mark as flaky?
RQ3: Given that DeFlaker only detects flaky tests that do not
cover changed code, can it detect real flaky tests? Does DeFlaker’s hybrid coverage find more flakes than class-level
coverage?
RQ4: What is the overhead of running DeFlaker for all tests?
Experimental Environments To answer these questions, we
created two evaluation environments. The historical environment
simulates how DeFlaker could have worked had developers used
it in the past, and allows us to run experiments on thousands of
commits. The historical environment was constructed on our own
servers, and required us to manually identify projects that we could
successfully build and test. This evaluation methodology is common
in recent studies on regression testing [26, 32, 39, 41, 59, 60, 68, 73].
In contrast, the live environment requires no configuration or tuning
of individual projects to get them to successfully compile and run
their tests. Instead, the live environment evaluates DeFlaker on a
number of open-source projects in the exact same environment that
the developers use and while development is happening on those
projects, i.e., exactly as a developer would use DeFlaker. The latter
environment allowed us to evaluate DeFlaker on more projects
than would have been possible had we manually configured each
project to build and test. This environment is a new evaluation
methodology, to our knowledge, not used before this paper. Previous studies have looked at builds on Travis [29, 56] but have not
deployed tools to instrument those builds.
Our historical evaluation environment consisted of 250 Amazon
EC2 “c3.large” instances, each with 2 Intel Xeon E5-2680 v2 vCPUs,
3.75GB of RAM. Each instance ran Ubuntu 14.04 “trusty”, and used
either Java 1.7.0_45 or 1.8.0_131 for builds (depending on the age
of the code being compiled and executed), with Maven 3.3.9. To
answer our RQs, we completed a total of 47, 748 Maven builds in
this historical environment, taking over 5 CPU-years to run. The live
environment ran on the TravisCI platform. Each project included in
the live evaluation was mirrored and configured to use DeFlaker;
when developers pushed commits to their own repositories and
triggered builds, our forks synced and triggered a build of our
repository as well. Because we selected projects that used TravisCI
for their own builds, our build environment was identical to theirs.
The live environment completed 614 builds between May 12, 2017
and Aug 10, 2017. Note that we conducted far fewer builds in the
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live environment due to resource constraints: we did not want to
abuse the free TravisCI service. All of our projects were configured
on TravisCI under the same organization, allowing TravisCI to
easily throttle and restrict our builds if needed.
Project Selection. To identify projects to include in the live
environment, we selected projects from GitHub that use TravisCI,
have Java as the primary language, and use Maven, yielding a total
of 96 projects. A complete list of all of these projects appears in
the following tables, and additional details (including the revisions
used) are available on our supplemental website [27].
For our historical environment, we selected projects that we
knew had at least one flaky test (and a range of commits that had
the flaky behavior), which served as a ground truth, allowing us to
calculate how often DeFlaker would find bonafide flaky tests. We
selected 96 known flaky tests from 26 projects, consisting of: (1) 4
projects (achilles, checkstyle, jackrabbit-oak, and togglz) from our
live experiment in which we identified 5 flaky tests along with the
starting and ending commits exhibiting that flaky behavior; and
(2) 22 other open-source projects in which the project developers
previously found and fixed a total of 91 flaky tests.
The 22 projects with previously fixed flaky tests contain 17
projects that we obtained from querying GitHub for terms related
to flaky tests (“intermit” or “flak”) and 5 projects that we selected
from a prior study on flaky tests [61]. From the results of querying
GitHub, we selected 81 tests (from 17 projects) where we could
confirm by manual inspection that the commit message actually
fixed a flaky test, and for which we could still run these old tests.
We also consulted a prior study of flaky tests [61], selecting from it
10 flaky tests (from 5 projects) that we could build and run. These
flaky tests and projects come from various categories domains (networking, databases, etc.), offering a relatively diverse sample of
flaky tests. For each of these 96 flaky tests, we identified a precise
set of commits where the test was flaky by manually investigating
the cause of flakiness. To limit the time for our experiments, we
run DeFlaker only on 500 randomly selected commits from those
ranges. The test could have failed for any build of those commits.

3.1

RQ1: Finding Flaky Tests through Rerun

While we knew of 96 flaky tests in the projects for the historical
environment, we expected that there were more, too, and wanted
to study each approach’s ability to find these. The methodology
for this study was to run each of the 5, 966 builds, rerunning tests
as they failed. At first, we considered only the Rerun approach
implemented by Maven’s Surefire test runner [77], which reruns
each failed test in the same JVM in which it originally failed. We
were surprised to find that this approach only resulted in 23% of
test failures eventually passing (hence, marked as flaky) even if we
allowed for up to five reruns! The strategy by which test is rerun
matters greatly: make a poor choice, and the test will continue to
fail for the same reason that it failed the first time. Hence, to achieve
a better oracle of test flakiness, and to understand how to best use
reruns to detect flaky tests, we experimented with the following
strategies, rerunning failed tests: (1) Surefire: up to five times in
the same JVM in which the test ran (Maven’s Rerun); then, if it
still did not pass (2) Fork: up to five times, with each execution
in a clean, new JVM; then, if it still did not pass (3) Reboot: up to
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Table 1: Number of flaky tests found by re-running 5,966 builds of 26 open-source projects. We consider only new test failures,
where a test passed on the previous commit, and report flakes reported by each phase of our Rerun strategies. DeFlaker found more flaky
tests than the Surefire or Fork rerun strategies: only the very costly Reboot strategy found more flaky tests than DeFlaker.
Test Methods
in Project
Project
achilles
ambari
assertj-core
checkstyle
cloudera.oryx
commons-exec
dropwizard
hadoop
handlebars
hbase
hector
httpcore
jackrabbit-oak
jimfs
logback
ninja
okhttp
oozie
orbit
oryx
spring-boot
tachyon
togglz
undertow
wro4j
zxing
26 Total

Confirmed flaky by
DeFlaker labeled as:
Total
Flaky
Not Flaky
Rerun
strategy
New
Failing Failures Surefire +Fork ++Reboot Confirmed Unconf. Confirmed Unconf.

#SHAs

Total

227
500
29
500
332
70
298
298
27
127
159
34
500
164
50
317
500
113
227
212
111
500
140
7
306
218

337
896
6, 261
1, 787
275
89
428
2, 361
712
431
142
712
4, 035
628
964
307
1, 778
1, 025
86
200
2, 002
470
227
340
1, 160
415

77
7
2
1
23
2
1
365
7
106
12
2
26
7
11
37
129
1, 065
9
38
67
4
21
0
114
2

242
75
3
1
29
22
60
1, 081
9
406
87
2
34
21
18
122
333
2, 246
86
46
140
5
28
0
217
15

13
52
2
0
5
22
60
284
3
62
0
2
10
21
18
37
296
42
84
14
73
3
5
0
39
15

14
71
2
0
5
22
60
865
7
242
74
2
33
21
18
77
305
2, 032
85
14
107
5
14
0
96
15

230
74
2
0
5
22
60
1, 054
7
390
79
2
34
21
18
110
310
2, 244
85
46
135
5
28
0
99
15

225
74
2
0
5
21
55
1, 028
6
383
72
1
32
15
18
94
231
2, 234
73
14
135
5
28
0
80
15

4
0
0
0
20
0
0
25
2
12
4
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
8
0

5
0
0
0
0
1
5
26
1
7
7
1
2
6
0
16
79
10
12
32
0
0
0
0
19
0

8
1
1
1
4
0
0
2
0
4
4
0
0
0
0
10
23
2
1
0
2
0
0
0
110
0

5, 966 28, 068

2, 135

5, 328

1, 162

4, 186

5, 075

4, 846

80

229

173

five times, running a mvn clean between tests and rebooting the
machine between runs.
Table 1 shows the results of this study, including the number of
test failures confirmed as flaky by each Rerun strategy. Overall, we
observed 2, 135 tests that exhibited some potentially flaky behavior,
having new failures (passing on one commit, then failing on the
following commit). Collectively, these tests had a total of 5, 328 new
failures, with 1, 162 detected by the Surefire (same JVM) reruns,
4, 186 detected by the Surefire strategy or the Fork strategy, and
5, 075 detected by the Surefire, Fork, or Reboot strategy. This result
is striking: the existing flaky test detector in Maven only identified
23% of the flaky failures identified by all three strategies (including
the heavyweight Reboot strategy)!
It would be difficult to fairly state the cost of these various reruns,
as the cost of rerunning a test varies with many factors (how long
the test took to run the first time, how much shared state it might
need to setup, etc.). If all tests fail, then the cost of rerunning them all
once would be at least the cost of running the test suite the first time.
Even when (re)running fewer tests, any Rerun strategy aside from

Maven’s Rerun will incur the high computational cost of isolating
tests in their own JVM as documented by prior work [25], or more
if employing stronger isolation similar to our Reboot strategy [65].
Table 2 summarizes Rerun results by strategy, including the
number of reruns needed to witness the flake. From these results, we
may conclude that only one rerun is needed for each kind of rerun:
first run a failing test in the same JVM once, and if it fails, run in a
new JVM once, and if still fails, run after a reboot. Performing more
runs of the same kind increases the cost but does not substantially
increase the chance to obtain a pass. In other words, changing the
kind of rerun is more likely to help than just increasing the number
of reruns, and various testing frameworks [21, 42, 52, 63, 75, 77]
that support reruns and offer defaults such as 3, 5, or 10 reruns of
the same kind should rather offer new kinds of reruns. DeFlaker
allows Maven users to automatically have tests rerun in a new JVM.

3.2

RQ2: Finding Flaky Tests with DeFlaker

We evaluated DeFlaker’s efficacy in marking test failures as flaky
on the same test executions as in the previous section. That is,
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Table 2: Number of reruns required to confirm the flakes
from Table 1, and the percent of flakes confirmed by reruns
at each tier also confirmed by DeFlaker without any reruns
required. If a flake was confirmed, we stopped rerunning it; we
executed the three rerun strategies in the order listed.
# Reruns to Find Flaky
Strategy

1 2 3 4 5

Total

% Also Found
by DeFlaker

Same JVM 994 90 38 24 16 1, 162(22.9%)
New JVM 2, 913 32 32 19 28 3, 024(59.6%)
Reboot
889 0 0 0 0
889(17.5%)

87.6%
98.4%
95.8%

5, 075(100.0%)

95.5%

All

when running tests in our historical environment, we also ran
DeFlaker. We used the reruns as an oracle for whether a test failure
was truly flaky, which allowed us to identify DeFlaker-reported
flaky failures that were confirmed as failures versus those that
remain unconfirmed. Note that we may over-estimate the number
of false alarms for DeFlaker because the test could still be flaky
if investigated further. Table 1 reports these results. In summary,
DeFlaker reported 4, 846 failures as flaky (95.5% of confirmed
flakes) with a very low false alarm rate, just 1.5%. These reports
represent a total of 1, 874 flaky tests. DeFlaker finds significantly
more flaky test failures than the Surefire strategy and slightly more
than those found using the Fork JVM strategy.
Given that most of the flakes (77%) couldn’t be confirmed through
a simple rerun in the same JVM, we believe that DeFlaker is even
more valuable to developers, as it can provide immediate, trusted
feedback with significantly less delay. Table 2 shows what percent
of flakes detected by each rerun technique were also detected by
DeFlaker. Of those 3, 024 flaky tests detected only after rerunning
tests in a new JVM, DeFlaker accurately marked 98.4% of them as
flaky, suggesting that the developers could have detected these flaky
tests without paying the cost to rerun these tests. Most compelling
is that for the 889 failures that required the most expensive reruns
to confirm as flaky tests – running a mvn clean between tests and
rebooting the machine between runs – DeFlaker detected 95.8%
of these flaky test runs without any expensive rerun.
Overall, based on these results, we find DeFlaker to be a costbeneficial approach to run before or together with Rerun, and we
also suggest a potentially optimal way to run Rerun. For projects
that have lots of failing tests, DeFlaker can be run on all the tests in
the entire test suite, because DeFlaker immediately detects many
flaky tests without needing any rerun. For projects that have a few
failing tests, DeFlaker can be run only when rerunning failed tests
in a new JVM; if the tests still fail but do not execute any changed
code, then reruns can stop without costly reboots.
To evaluate DeFlaker on a wider set of projects, and to find
previously unknown flaky tests, we performed experiments in the
live environment, the results of which are summarized in Table
3. Of the 96 open-source Java projects that we shadowed, relatively few were actively developed (Labuschagne et al. reported
a similar finding [56]), having more than a handful of builds over
the three-month time period. Of particular note are the projects
where DeFlaker was only run on a handful of builds (i.e., achilles,

Table 3: Results from live environment, showing only
projects that had tests fail after previously passing. Showing
the total failures, and for DeFlaker flake reports: Confirmed flakes,
Reports of flakes sent to developers, Addressed flakes by developer.

Project

Flake Reports
New
Tests # SHAs Fails C R A Issue Links

achilles
573
checkstyle
26, 935
geoserver
4, 919
jackrabbit-oak 9, 788
jmeter-plugins 1, 571
killbill
14, 827
nutz
1, 117
presto
4, 554
quickml
98
togglz
748

5
96
60
99
19
31
87
203
2
12

2 2
1 1
39 39
5 5
1 1
26 26
1 1
11 11
2 2
3 3

65, 130

614

91 91 19 7

10 Total

2
1
1
2
1
1
1
7
2
2

2
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
2

[2, 3]
[4]
[5]
[6, 7]
[8]
[9]
[10]
[11–16]
[17, 18]
[19, 20]

quickml), yet still identified flaky tests. In total, only 10 projects had
at least one test that DeFlaker detected as a candidate flake (that
had passed in the previous commit, then failed in the current commit). We found a total of 91 failures that were potential flakes, and
confirmed that they were all flakes by repeatedly rerunning them on
our local machines: if they eventually passed given the same code,
and no other changes, we declared them true flakes. Although we
performed far fewer builds in the live environment (constrained by
the resources provided by TravisCI), DeFlaker actually identified
more flaky test failures per-build in the live environment (546) than
in the historical environment (91/614). We found no false positives
in this study (but DeFlaker can have false positives, as discussed
previously). Unfortunately, we cannot comment on the efficacy of
individual rerun strategies here, as we began collecting this data
in the field before automating the three-strategy rerun approach
described in the previous section.
Out of the 91 previously unknown flaky tests that DeFlaker
detected, we reported 19 to developers (one test in togglz and three
tests in presto had been previously detected as flaky by the developers). Of the 19 reports, 7 have been addressed, most by removing or
reducing flakiness, but one by removing/ignoring the test (which
is why we use the term “addressed” rather than “fixed,” because
removing a test is not a fix for that test, but it was a fix for the test
suite as the developers found more value in removing this test than
keeping it and having to deal with its flakiness). In several cases,
we found that flaky tests previously believed to have been fixed by
developers were still flaky, due to the same or different causes [16].
We received several very positive responses, such as “Thank you
very much for your help with this. I just committed a fix. Looking
forward to see more green builds now.” [19] and “@flakycov, thanks
a lot!” [4]. All remaining reports are still open at the time of writing,
with the exception of one geoserver issue: those developers could
not reproduce the failure and were not interested in debugging
it [5]. In cases where a project had multiple flaky tests, we began
by opening an issue on just one of the flaky tests, and did not open
more issues if the developers didn’t respond. We reported two flaky
tests in presto with similar root causes in one issue.
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3.3

RQ3: Coverage tracking for flake detection

We evaluated the efficacy of using DeFlaker’s hybrid statementand class-level coverage in comparison to simple class-level coverage used by a state-of-the-art regression test selection tool [39].
Because DeFlaker uses differential coverage to judge when a failing test is flaky, it can only identify test failures as flaky when the
test does not cover any recently changed code. If the test does cover
changed code, DeFlaker cannot determine if the failure is flaky,
or if the test will always fail. To determine the limitations of this
coverage-based approach, we evaluate how often flaky tests cover
changed code, for two kinds of coverage.
To answer this question, we need to know precisely the versions
of code in which each flaky test was present and could have flaked
on. To perform this analysis on all 4, 846 flaky failures would not
be possible, as debugging flaky tests is a very time consuming
task. Hence, to answer this question, we focused on the 96 known
flaky tests that we had manually identified in the 5, 966 commits
of code that we built and tested. We calculated the percentage of
test runs on which DeFlaker would have marked the test as flaky
if it failed, regardless of whether the test actually failed or not in
our experiments on that given commit. Because the test was flaky
for each of these commits, it could have failed in any of those runs.
Also, we assume that, on average, a test run that covers no changed
code when the test passes would also cover no changed code when
the test fails (although the exact coverage between a test failure
and a test pass does differ, at least for one branch or exception that
determines the test outcome). Table 4 shows the results per project,
for flaky detection using both DeFlaker’s hybrid statement/class
coverage and only class coverage [39]. DeFlaker identified that
the flaky test did not cover any code change 90% of the time. The
improvements over class coverage are roughly 11 percentage points,
showing the importance of DeFlaker’s precise analysis, compared
with a regression test selection tool that uses class coverage [39].

3.4

RQ4: Performance

Recall that DeFlaker can be run on only failing tests (potentially
when rerun) or on all tests. In some cases, it might be preferred
that DeFlaker runs for every test, regardless of the outcome, to
potentially eliminate the need for reruns. In this case, it is important
to understand what slowdown DeFlaker might add to the testing
process. We measured the relative performance of running tests
without any coverage tracking tool, with DeFlaker, and with the
most recent versions of three most popular code-coverage tools for
Java: JaCoCo (0.7.9), Cobertura (2.1 with Maven plugin 2.7), and
Clover (OpenClover 4.2.0) [24]. We also used a recent research tool
that tracks class coverage: Ekstazi (version 4.6.1) [39]. We configured each of these tools following the instructions provided on their
respective installation pages. For our own tool, DeFlaker, we used
version 1.4 (available on Maven Central and our website [27]). By
default, JaCoCo and Cobertura only create a single coverage report
containing the overall results for the entire test suite, which is not
useful for identifying if a particular test executed any changed code.
Hence, we measured also the performance of using these two tools
to generate coverage reports for each test by connecting our test
listener to each tool and triggering a coverage dump and reset after
each test.
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Table 4: DeFlaker’s efficacy finding 96 known flaky tests
across 5,966 different commits of 26 open-source projects,
comparing its novel hybrid statement/class coverage with
only class coverage.

Project

% of Runs Flaky by:
Known
Flaky Tests # SHAs Hybrid Cov Class Cov

achilles
ambari
assertj-core
checkstyle
cloudera.oryx
commons-exec
dropwizard
hadoop
handlebars
hbase
hector
httpcore
jackrabbit-oak
jimfs
logback
ninja
okhttp
oozie
orbit
oryx
spring-boot
tachyon
togglz
undertow
wro4j
zxing

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
7
3
1
1
1
1
11
2
33
1
1
3
5
7
3
3
1
2

227
500
29
500
332
70
298
298
27
127
159
34
500
164
50
317
500
113
227
212
111
500
140
7
306
218

77%
100%
97%
100%
95%
94%
83%
92%
89%
86%
100%
82%
75%
54%
91%
90%
91%
91%
81%
100%
98%
77%
97%
75%
68%
98%

71%
100%
83%
98%
94%
69%
79%
85%
78%
72%
96%
82%
66%
24%
83%
80%
81%
75%
74%
100%
98%
58%
94%
17%
56%
98%

26 Total

96

5, 966

88%

77%

We considered running this experiment on all 26 projects studied
in RQ1 and RQ2, but found that several were not well amenable
to performance measurements, with a very high variance in testexecution times, even without any coverage tool (e.g., cloudera.
oryx, which took on average 241 seconds with a standard deviation
of 110 seconds), and filtered out 9 such projects. For each of the
remaining 17 projects, we executed its build (using mvn verify)
on the 10 consecutive versions (most recent as of August 10, 2017)
with each tool, and repeated this process 15 times to reduce noise.
Considering all of the executions, we performed a total of 21, 600
builds over a total of approximately 445 CPU-days (counting the
total time needed to checkout and build each project).
We collected the outcomes of all tests from each execution and
marked the tool as ‘n/a’ if the tool caused errors. Table 5 shows the
results, including the baseline time spent running each test suite
without collecting any coverage (plus or minus a single standard
deviation), and the relative overhead of each tool. To provide a fair
comparison, we timed only the tool’s instrumentation phase (if
applicable), and the tests running phase — we exclude time to fetch
dependencies, compile code, generate reports, etc. Cobertura runs
the entire test suite twice (once without, and once with coverage
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Table 5: Measurements comparing the runtime performance overhead of DeFlaker and four other coverage tools vs. the
baseline test execution. Cobertura and Clover did not work for many projects (marked as ‘n/a’), Ekstazi and Cobertura each timed out
(after a four hour limit) on one project (marked as ‘t/o’).
JaCoCo
Project
achilles
ambari
assertj-core
checkstyle
commons-exec
dropwizard
hector
httpcore
jackrabbit-oak
killbill
ninja
spring-boot
tachyon
togglz
undertow
wro4j
zxing
Average

Test
Methods
563
5, 186
10, 334
2, 452
96
1, 455
349
1, 059
9, 694
801
797
6, 180
2, 126
400
725
1, 280
415

DeFlaker

Ekstazi

Per-test

Default

Per-test

Default

Clover

184.52 ± 6.72
3, 726.11 ± 573.55
24.56 ± 5.09
75.49 ± 10.61
64.85 ± .79
219.62 ± 7.06
481.96 ± 141.28
80.77 ± 10.12
1, 290.23 ± 336.05
354.66 ± 63.47
55.53 ± 4.83
1, 161.90 ± 48.57
2, 299.54 ± 194.84
174.70 ± 5.98
180.29 ± 3.94
153.18 ± 6.19
114.60 ± 2.21

6.2%
6.2%
12.2%
3.7%
3.7%
5.6%
4.8%
6.5%
0.2%
3.8%
8.4%
0.0%
3.0%
4.8%
4.6%
1.5%
2.8%

62.3%
29.1%
100.6%
27.0%
2.9%
94.4%
29.6%
18.8%
34.4%
21.3%
87.6%
t/o
17.8%
36.6%
18.2%
26.9%
16.2%

34.9%
52.9%
30.9%
25.3%
1.5%
59.6%
16.7%
14.9%
31.1%
24.8%
101.8%
18.7%
35.1%
34.0%
11.2%
29.6%
36.6%

45.2%
52.3%
141.9%
39.6%
1.4%
68.9%
14.0%
18.6%
34.6%
19.8%
385.0%
24.7%
36.7%
35.2%
0.1%
33.6%
37.3%

n/a
n/a
180.1%
18.5%
2.8%
33.5%
3.0%
18.8%
n/a
n/a
41.2%
n/a
40.1%
7.4%
n/a
6.9%
n/a

n/a
n/a
194.3%
45.9%
4.7%
50.5%
10.6%
41.2%
n/a
n/a
68.3%
n/a
t/o
10.2%
n/a
24.3%
n/a

n/a
n/a
129.2%
n/a
4.4%
n/a
9.5%
30.2%
n/a
4.7%
20.2%
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
8.1%
425.8%

626.03 ± 83.61

4.6%

39.0%

32.9%

58.2%

35.2%

50.0%

79.0%

tracking); we report only the time spent running the test suite with
coverage tracking (otherwise, Cobertura would always have over
100% overhead). Cobertura and Clover did not work correctly on
many of the projects, typically due to incompatibilities between
the tool and various parts of the Java 8 syntax. (We found that
these issues were reported before1 .) In one case (spring-boot), we
encountered a deadlock while running Ekstazi.
DeFlaker was very fast in nearly every case, with an average
slowdown of only 4.6% across all of these projects. The worst performance from DeFlaker (12.2%) occurred in the assertj-core
project, which had relatively fast test execution (25 seconds): DeFlaker’s impact on the actual test-execution time was insignificant, but opening the Git repository and scanning it for changes
still required several seconds, contributing to the overhead. DeFlaker performed far better than the other coverage tools, both in
assertj-core and other projects. Clover showed highly variable
performance among the projects, and is unique among the coverage tools compared: it adds coverage instrumentation to program
source code and not to bytecode.
In summary, the results show two important points. First, DeFlaker has a relatively low overhead, 4.5% on average, compared
to test runs without any coverage tool, low enough that we believe
it can be “always on” in many projects. Even if DeFlaker were only
run on failing tests, its 4.5% overhead is still low compared with
the cost of rerunning failing tests in isolation. Second, the overhead
of DeFlaker is substantially lower than the overhead of the other
coverage tools. We expected DeFlaker to have a lower overhead
because it collects less information, but we did not expect it to be
that much lower than the very mature JaCoCo (originally released
1 https://github.com/cobertura/cobertura/issues/166, https://jira.atlassian.com/browse/

CLOV-1839

Cobertura

Baseline
Time (sec)

in 2009) or Cobertura (originally released in 2005). In particular,
Clover was a commercial product, originally released in 2006 and
sold and maintained as one until 2017 when it was released as opensource software. Finally, we did not yet optimize the performance
of DeFlaker and believe we can improve it further, e.g., using
techniques such as smart insertion of coverage tracking based on
control-flow graph analysis [79].

4

THREATS TO VALIDITY

While our experiments show that DeFlaker can detect flaky tests
with low overhead, there are threats to generalizing our result.
External: The projects used in our evaluation may not be representative. To alleviate this threat, we consider a large number
of projects from different application domains, with different code
sizes and number of test classes. We also considered flaky tests with
varying characteristics. In experiments in our historical environment, we considered only commits of each project in which there
was at least one flaky test. Our results could differ for a different
range of commits. We chose this range because it allows us to precisely measure DeFlaker’s ability to find known flaky tests. Further,
we believe that the number of commits that we tested DeFlaker
on (5, 966) is reasonable, especially considering the large amount
of time needed to run these experiments (over 5 CPU-years).
Internal: The tools we use in our evaluation may have bugs.
To increase confidence in our experiments, we use as many tools
that are adopted by the open-source community as possible. To test
DeFlaker, we compared its coverage reports with those from the
stable and popular statement coverage tool JaCoCo.
Construct: To evaluate DeFlaker’s ability to detect known
flaky tests, we computed the percentage of commits of each project
with a known flaky test in which the test did not cover any code
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changed by that commit, without regard for the test outcome. The
assumption here is that if a flaky test covers some change (which
caused it to fail), it will cover that change regardless of whether it
passes or fails. We expect that the likelihood of a flaky test covering
changed code is independent of it failing, because the pass/fail outcome of the flaky test depends on some source of non-determinism
unrelated to the code changes.
Reproducibility: To enable other researchers to reproduce our
results and build upon DeFlaker we have taken several steps. We
have released DeFlaker under the MIT license on GitHub [28] and
have published binaries on Maven Central [74]. We have released
a companion page on our DeFlaker website [27], which lists each
commit of each project studied, their URLs, as well as each test
identified as flaky in our runs.

5

RELATED WORK

Flaky Tests. There have been several recent studies of flaky tests.
Luo et al. conducted the first extensive study of flaky tests, studying
over 200 flaky tests found from commit logs and issue trackers of 51
Apache projects, categorizing their root causes, common fixes, and
ways to manifest them [61]. Many of the flaky tests used in Section 3
came from Luo et al.’s dataset. Palomba and Zaidman studied 18
open-source Java projects, executing each test 10 times to detect
flaky tests and then studying automated techniques to repair the
flakiness in each test [82]. We used a similar rerun technique to
detect whether a test failure was a true failure or due to flakiness.
Whereas both of these papers specifically searched projects to seek
out flaky tests, we present instead an evaluation of techniques to
find flaky tests from regular test failures.
The most common approach to detecting flaky tests is to rerun failing tests, which we call Rerun. Several popular build and
test systems provide support for this, such as Google TAP [42, 63],
Maven Surefire [77], Android [21], Jenkins [52], and Spring [75]. To
the best of our knowledge, TAP (or any other similar system) does
not offer the isolated rerun (in a new JVM/process) that we found to
be more effective than an in-process rerun. We have shown that the
way that each rerun is performed can have a significant impact on
the outcome of the test. Our previous work [33] considered using
coverage information to identify flaky tests but did not consider
differential coverage, which is key to DeFlaker’s performance.
Also related are a variety of machine-learning techniques for categorizing test failures as false alarms, flaky, or related to a specific
change [48, 54]. Such approaches could be used simultaneously
with Rerun or DeFlaker.
One approach may be that developers perform regular maintenance, running a tool to identify tests that might fail in the future
due to flakiness (i.e., can become flaky tests), and then repair those
tests proactively [26, 38, 43, 72]. However, these tools can be too
expensive to run after every code change and may report too many
warnings, hindering their adoption. For instance, specific techniques have been recently proposed for handling order-dependent
tests. Zhang et al. propose several methods to detect such tests by
rerunning them in different orders [85]. Huo and Clause propose
another technique that can detect such tests [51], although their
technique was originally proposed to detect brittle assertions (that
may cause non-deterministic failures). Bell and Kaiser [25] propose an approach to tolerate the effects of order-dependent tests
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by isolating them in the same JVM. However, none of these techniques focuses on detecting whether a given test failure is due to a
flaky test or not, and none of the techniques handle general case of
arbitrary flaky tests.
Change-Impact Analysis. Change-impact analysis (CIA) techniques aim to determine the effects of source code changes, using
static, dynamic, or combined analysis [31, 69, 71]. For example, Ren
et al. [69] proposed Chianti, a CIA technique that uses static analysis to decompose the difference between two program versions into
atomic changes and uses dynamic call graphs to determine the set
of tests whose behavior might be affected by these changes. It also
uses these call graphs to determine, for each affected test, which
subset of changes can affect the test’s behavior. Our differential
coverage technique also collects coverage but fully dynamically,
requires no expensive static analysis or call-graph generation, and
has a much lower overhead.
Regression Test Selection. Regression test selection (RTS) techniques determine which tests can be affected by a code change and
only run those to speed up regression testing. Many RTS techniques
have been proposed [35, 40, 45–47, 70, 86] and are summarized in
two literature reviews [30, 81]. Most RTS techniques collect coverage, first for all the tests, and then recollect coverage only for the
tests that are run as potentially affected by the code changes. We
compared the performance of DeFlaker to the publicly available
Ekstazi RTS tool [39]. In some ways, DeFlaker is an extension of
residual coverage, a high-level approach to reduce the overhead of
program coverage tracking by only tracking code that has not-yet
been covered [67]. In our terms, the code changed by a new commit
is de-facto not-yet-covered, and hence, tracked.

6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Flaky tests can disrupt developers’ workflows, because it is difficult
to know immediately if a test failure is a true failure or a flake.
We presented DeFlaker, an approach and a tool for evaluating
whether a test failure is flaky immediately after it occurs, with
very low overhead. Even if developers still want to rerun their test
failures to determine if they are flaky or not, DeFlaker is still useful
because it can provide its results immediately after the first failure,
rather than requiring tests to be delayed and reran.
We implemented DeFlaker for Java, integrating it with popular
build and test tools, and found 87 previously unknown flaky tests in
10 projects, plus 4, 846 flakes in old versions of 26 projects. We are
interested in exploring other applications of differential coverage.
For instance, if a test fails and covers some changed code, reporting the covered changed code may help debugging [69]. Similarly,
reporting when a change is not covered may help test augmentation [55]. Our results are very promising, and we plan to continue
working with the open-source software community to find flaky
tests and encourage the adoption of DeFlaker, which we have
released under the MIT license [28].
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